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BHS graduate works for private 
rocket company SpaceX 
8/7/2020 5:20:07 PM    By Wes Dodds 

 

Recently, SpaceX made history when they launched 
American astronauts from American soil in a 
commercially built and operated American crew 
spacecraft for the first time on Saturday, May 30th, 
2020! 

Bellefontaine City Schools recently discovered that 
they have a connection to SpaceX! One of their 
2013 BHS graduates, Daniella Morris, attended 
college at The Ohio State University. From 
there, she did two internships at SpaceX and then 
became a full-time employee in January 2020. 

SpaceX is a privately held rocket company that 
designs, manufactures, launches, and lands orbital 
class rockets, driving significant cost reduction for 
the launch industry. Their primary goal is to get to 
Mars and make humans a multiplanetary species! 

Morris was recently interviewed about her job. 

 - What do you do at SpaceX?  

I first worked in the materials engineering team on process development and materials and 
joining projects with a wide range of materials. Now, I’m working on the additive 
manufacturing team, where we use 3D printing to make rocket components!  

- Why did you choose the career path you did?  

I have had an extreme passion for space exploration and have dreamed of going to space 
and working in space since middle school! There is so much value from learning/inventing 
things through research in space and the capabilities we have in space are invaluable. These 
discoveries, innovative solutions, and unique research opportunities lead to breakthroughs 
that help everyone on earth and humanity will be a space faring civilization.  

- Did any class or teacher help you with that decision?  

At BCS Mr. Yoder! His science class and lessons on space ignited my passion! This was all 
the way back in middle school.  
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- Any advice for kids wanting to be involved with the space program? 

Anything you want to do is possible! It doesn’t matter where you’re from, and don’t let anyone 
talk you out of your goals and dreams! It will be really hard, through the coursework and all 
the time spent on learning, challenging yourself, and improving but it is so worth it. It’s 
also really important that kids today understand that you will fail along the way, but this is 
necessary and means you’re growing! You’ve only failed if you don’t learn something from 
that situation and make improvements moving forward.  

- What advice would you give a student interested in 
pursuing a STEM degree or working at SpaceX?  

Get involved in student clubs relative to space or 
engineering, watch documentaries, YouTube videos, 
learning about rockets and everything that goes into 
launching a rocket into space. You’d be surprised how 
much you learn from your own efforts rather than what 
school teaches you, and this makes the difference. Don’t 
just do the bare minimum, always do more than you feel 
you can! And when you’re getting your degree, get 
everything you can out of those resources; you’re paying 
for this education! Go to your classes, talk more to your 
professors, ask all the questions that come to mind, go 
the extra mile and it will pay off. This is the difference 
between just graduating with a degree versus becoming 
highly skilled in your field.  

- What class(es) and/or teacher(s) at BHS really helped you in your career?  

All of my tech and design classes! I was able to learn CAD modeling, the design thought 
process, and how to build things. These were some of my favorite classes that fueled my 
passion further! I think it’s extremely important that students have access to classes like 
these, because not everyone grows up with resources or influences like this at home, and 
had I not experienced this, I maybe would not have found my way to the engineering path. I 
would also highly encourage our schools to have some kind of 3D printing class added to the 
curriculum or integrated with some of our already existing classes! FDM printers are really 
affordable for a classroom and 3D printing is taking over many of the ways we manufacture 
products. It would be a huge benefit to our students and push them ahead in their careers! 
It’s also just an amazing feeling to visualize something in your head, design it in CAD, and 
physically print that part and hold it in your hands. 

To finish their historic mission, SpaceX Dragon Crew recently returned to Earth on Sunday, 
August 2nd, for the first NASA crew splash down since 1975. We are in a new era of human 
spaceflight and the U.S. is now able to launch and return astronauts safely again. This is a 
very exciting time and we hope to hear more from Daniella and her husband who also works 
at SpaceX. 

 


